
Chapter Two Literature

Introduction

With a history of much more than 2,000 years, Chinese literature is a big topic. The 

Zhou Dynasty (1045-255 BC) is known for its surviving religious and philosophical 

texts. In the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC), texts of an influential political philosophy called 

Legalism were written.

Lesson 1 Chinese Classical Prose and Chinese Scientific Texts

Writing in China dates back to the hieroglyphs that were used in the Shang Dynasty of 

1700 – 1050 BC. Chinese literature is a vast subject that spans thousands of 

years. Chinese literary works include fiction, philosophical and religious works, poetry, 

and scientific writings. The dynastic eras frame the history of Chinese literature and are 

examined one by one.

Part 1   Chinese Classical Prose

Prose writing in ancient and pre-modern China differed from poetry in that it was less 

rigidly structured and wasn't like verses in a song or like one of the common styles of 

poetry. But compared to English prose, literary prose before the year 1900 was often 

much more formalized. Except for popular novels and theatrical plays, most of the 

literary prose works were written in the literary Classical Language. This Classical 

Language utilized the grammar and ancient characters of the Warring States Period 

(475-221 BC) and of the Han Dynasty era (206 BC – 220 AD). Writers sought to imitate 



the examples of prose in ancient philosophical and religious books such as Mencius (孟

子) and Zhuang Zi (莊子). These old texts that were thought to date from about 600 BC 

to 200 BC were thought to contain examples of careful and well-reasoned discourses 

and be examples of good organization and style. During the Han Dynasty era (206 BC – 

220 AD), a more formalized style of prose writing appeared that was called Piantiwen 

(駢體文) or parallel prose style. But in the Tang and Song eras, people started to write 

in the less formal and more ancient style called Guwen (古文) of the Warring States era. 

So classical prose can be divided into three types called Piantiwen style, Guwen style, 

and the vernacular style used in operatic dramas and in the Four Classic Novels of 

Chinese literature.

For about 2,000 years after the Qin Dynasty era (221-206 BC), Chinese writers had a 

constraint that European writers generally didn't face after the Renaissance. Chinese 

writers generally needed to write in a common literary language that wasn't their 

native language or a vernacular language anywhere. The ancient languages of the 

Warring States Period were extinct. But writers had to maintain the grammar and the 

use of the vocabulary. In some ways, this is similar to how educated Europeans wrote 

in Latin until the Renaissance era.

During the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC), the emperor ordered that all texts other than 

those of a philosophy called Legalism and some sciences that he favored be destroyed. 

There was a "Book Burning and the Burial of Scholars." They effectively destroyed 

several religions and philosophical schools and much ancient literature. During the Han 

era, people tried to reconstruct and preserve what was lost. What emerged as 



important were works attributed to Confucius, Mencius, Zhuang Zi, Lao Zi, and a few 

other philosophers. Mencius whose book was considered one of the major texts of 

Confucianism was said to have elegant diction, and Zhuang Zi whose text was one of the 

two pillars of the school of Daoism that emerged in the Han era showed how to use 

anecdotes and allegories effectively. Chinese writers tried to copy their styles. The 

example of the style from the pre-Qin era was said to be simple and direct.

In the Han era, a variant style was developed that was called Piantiwen (駢體文). This 

style wasn't as clear or precise, but it was florid, ornate and rigid. The Piantiwen style 

was popular for several hundred years afterwards.

During the late Tang era (618-907), two prominent officials tried to reintroduce the 

earlier style called Guwen. Han Yu (768–824) and Liu Zongyuan tried to teach others to 

use Guwen. They are considered two of the great prose masters of the Tang and Song 

eras. But the Tang Dynasty fell and was replaced by the Song Dynasty (960–1279 AD). 

During the Song Dynasty, another literati named Ouyang Xiu (1007-1072) helped to 

revive writing in the Guwen style. This neoclassical style dominated prose writing for 

the next 800 years. It was the writing system of rulers in the Ming (1368-1644) and 

Qing (1645-1912) eras.



In order to gain entrance into the bureaucracy during the Ming and Qing eras, 

candidates had to pass the imperial qualifying examination. The exam material was the 

9 Classics of Neo-Confucianism as was codified in the Song era. The Four Books and 

Five Classics (四書五經) were basically memorized by those who did the best on the 

exams. These works contained the style of writing the literati wished to imitate.

After the fourteenth century, vernacular fiction became popular. This may be because 

the invention of printing allowed the works to be more widely published. In the Yuan 

(1279-1368), Ming and Qing eras, four novels were published that are considered the 

best in Chinese history. The four novels are often called the "Four Classics" in China. All 

four were written in a spoken language of their times unlike most ancient literature 

that was written in the literary Classical Language.

These four novels all have disputed authorship. They are: The Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms that is said to have been written by Luo Guan Zhong during the Yuan 

Dynasty (1279-1368); Water Margin that is said to be written by Shi Nai An during the 

Yuan era; Journey to the West that is thought to have been published anonymously by 

Wu Cheng'en during the Ming Dynasty era (1368-1644); and The Dream of the Red 



Chamber was said to be written by Cao Xueqin (1715-1763) during the Qing Dynasty 

era (1644-1911). The writers wrote in different languages, but vernacular prose can be 

called the third type of classical prose writing.

Part 2  Chinese Science Texts

Chinese science texts give an idea of the state of knowledge in the dynastic eras. During 

several eras,Chinese scientists and inventors led the world in various fields. 

Gunpowder, printing, the compass, and paper are the “Four Great Inventions of China.” 

The dynastic eras of fastest techological and scientific advancement were the Han and 

Song eras. Little remain of the scientific texts from before the Qin Dynasty era because 

there was a wide-scale destruction of books that people call the “Book Burning and 

Burial of Scholars.” Several important mathematical texts remain from the Han era that 

immediately followed the Qin era. The scientific texts of the Song era show that the 

scientists and inventors reached a pinnacle of indigenous development of astronomical, 

mechanical engineering, alchemical and geographical knowledge. The Han Dynasty 

mathematical texts showed their knowledge of algebra and geometry, and Shen Kuo 

and Su Song of the Song court wrote texts that document their advanced knowledge.

From the Han Dynasty period that followed the Qin era, several mathematical books 

stand out as achievements. Mathematical texts were found in Hubei Province that date 

to about 200 BC. One of these is called the Suan Shu Shu(Computation and Numbers 

Book). It shows how to solve arithmetic problems that officials or people doing 

business face. A more advanced book called the Jiuzhang Suanshu (Nine Chapter 



Computation Book) is thought to have been written later. The book features basic 

algebra such as finding cube roots and square roots. Negative numbers are also used. 

Another mathematical text compiled during the Han era was The Arithmetical Classic of 

the Gnomon and the Circular Paths of Heaven (Zhoubi Suan Jing) about astronomical 

problems. It is said text has a mathematical proof for the "Gougu Theorem" (勾股定

理;  a2 + b2 = c2) that is known as the Pythagorean Theorem in the West. A method of 

determining the distance of the sun from the earth by using a right angled triangle is 

described.

The second period of rapid scientific and technological advancement was the Song era. 

Two men in particular stand out. Both were officials in the Song court and worked in 

the capital. Shen Kuo (1031–1095) and Su Song (1020–1101) both wrote scientific 

treatises about their research and about various fields. Shen Kuo’s Dream Pool Essays of 

1088 was a voluminous scientific composition that can be said to contain the forefront 

of knowledge of his era. He was a world leader in research on the compass and 

geomagnetism. He is said to have discovered the concepts of true north and magnetic 

declination towards the North Pole. He described the magnetic needle compass. If 

Chinese sailors understood this work, they could sail long distances more accurately. 

This knowledge would predate European discovery. One of his essays was about how a 

printer made and used ceramic movable type for printing texts. He also did advanced 

astronomical research for his time.

Su Song was one of Shen Kuo's court rivals. He wrote a treatise called the Bencao 

Tujing (Illustrated Herbalist) in 1070 with information on medicine, botany and zoology. 



He also was the author of a large celestial atlas of five different star maps. He also made 

land atlases. Su Song was famous for his hydraulic-powered astronomical clock tower. 

Su's clock tower is said to have had an endless power-transmitting chain drive that he 

described in a text on time keeping, clock design and astronomy that was published in 

1092. If this is so, it may be the first time such a device was used in the world. The Song 

Empire was conquered by the Mongols, and these inventions and the astronomical 

knowledge seem to have been forgotten or thought unimportant in later eras.


